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ALFA ROMEO TROLLEYBUSSES :

When an Alfa carries 100 people under electric power…

Not many people know that Alfa Romeo once built more than just cars, and most Alfa-
dedicated books either just ignore it or mention aero-engines, trucks, busses and commercial
vans. Klaverblaadje readers are however not just common Alfisti and, sometimes, our
magazine opens some archive files to reveal, as much as possible, obscure if not completely
unpublished material.

Among the readers and members of the SCARB, some, who were already such seven
years ago, may remember that the late Ben Hendricks already tried to dig into the Alfa archive
files to issue a main story on Alfa trucks and busses. That was Klaverblaadje number 75, back
in 1996. He opened his article then reporting that Signora Ruocco could help only with some
pictures, but not much information.

So one of the few possible ways for an Alfista to know about Alfa busses is to
remember that article, which, among other more or less odd vehicles dealt with trolleybusses
and showed some. Another, possibly even less probable way to know about that, and probably
to be even more puzzled by the subject, is to be (as well !) an Alfa miniature collector. Also in
this field are Klaverblaadje readers well informed since in every issue, Gijs Jordans let us
discover most of the existing Alfa models. But it takes you much attention to notice, when
you have a comprehensive list of obsolete Alfa miniatures, for instance Rampini’s book, that
once the famous electric train make Rivarossi reproduced an Alfa Romeo Trolleybus with its
functional circuit. So, knowing of the model comes almost naturally a curiosity toward the
real thing, and this is how we come to try today to trace a still uncomplete, but quite large part
of the story of the Alfa Romeo trolleybusses. Miniature collectors are permitted to first go to
the MARC page, then come back to the « full scale » story !

Beyond cars

While A.L.F.A. takeover by Nicola Romeo in 1915, at the very beginning of WWI for
Italy resulted in a reconversion into war supplies production (artillery shells, but also
automotive engine-derivated air compressors), it also meant that ALFA, and then Alfa-
Romeo, was merged into Ing. Romeo’s concern. Actually the non-automotive productions,
after the end of WWI, were not really ALFA’s thing, but came from other incorporated
companies : steam and electric locomotives from Costruzioni Meccaniche di Saronno, railway
cars from Officine Meridionali in Neapels, and so on. None of those productions really
carried an Alfa badge, nor even the early Twenties’ land tractor built at Portello, called just
« Romeo » and sold as product of the Ing. Nicola Romeo company, or just « NR »1.

But everytime we have to remember the background of any Thirtie’s event, be it
industrial, street- or racing car related or anything else, we have to talk about State holding
IRI’s takeover, in 1933, and just after comes out Ugo Gobbato’s name, the Government’s man
who restructured Alfa Romeo and avoided its financial failure. Before the well known IRI’s
takeover, the former ILI (Istituto di Liquidazione Industriale !) had salvaged Alfa Romeo,
among the industrial assets, from the Banca Nazionale di Credito bankrupt. The BNC was the
main shareholder, but was in 1927 unable to face its difficult position with other controlled

                                               
1 See for instance L. SIMONETTA, Alfa Romeo 70 anni di immagini
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societies, like ILVA steel plants. So, under Prospero Gianferrari’s direction (already a
government backed man), Alfa Romeo, still formally a private company, looked around to
enlarge its activities to the lorries construction. The 1929 stock market crisis reached fully the
European industry after some months, and the upmarket cars production on which Alfa
Romeo’s business was based was becoming sort of narrow. The shortest way to enter into the
truck production, saving the design and test time, was to buy the patent and build foreign
designed trucks under license2. So, at the end of 1930, the first prototypes reached the road,
and production was ready to start around mid-1931. They were 5-ton, medium trucks called
Tipo 50. The chassis was Büssing-licensed, while the engine, also of German origins, was a
Deutz Diesel 6 cylinders of 85HP. Not a bad choice, since the model’s derivees remained in
production until 1939 That was the first attempt, and immediately, the production was
extended to busses using the same mechanicals. Extension of the range soon considered a
larger, 3-axle chassis, but the financial crisis delayed its study.

The IRI, in 1933, was a direct intervention of the State, absorbing three failed or
almost failed banks, to avoid the mere disapearing of many strategical industries. But then,
already by the use of what we call today « creative accounting », Alfa Romeo’s budgets
seemed sound at first sight, but the company was actually near the failure as well. Formally,
Alfa had made profits for 2 to 4 million Liras per year from 1929 to 1931. But the cleaning of
the company’s position in 1933 ended with a 93,4 millions loss for that year ! In October
1933, a new General Manager was appointed, with the mission of closing it down, with
FIAT’s benediction and recommendation: it would be one less concurrent on an already
dominated market. But ex-O.M. manager Corrado Orazi only lasted from October to
December 1933. Mussolini himself decided that, for both strategical and propaganda reasons,
Alfa Romeo should be rescued, and Ugo Gobbato was hired. He has been responsible in the
early twenties for the organization of the then modern Lingotto Fiat plant in Turin and, in
1931-1932 had installed a ball-bearing factory in Soviet Union on behalf of the Fiat-
controlled R.I.V. Gobbato started the company’s reorganization by firing half of the
workforce during 1934, from 3,000 to 1,500 people. But the IRI’s backing helped modernize
the tools and, while alternative projects failed (among which building 7HP Citroëns under
license !), the Ethiopian war, from 1935, changed much of the overall conditions. Just before
that war’s break out, Alfa Romeo was « militarized » in August 1935. IRI’s financial help was
then provided mainly by anticipating the payment of government’s orders, which became
more and more military-oriented : the major commitment was in aero engines (about 80 % of
the activity), then trucks and busses, and, lastly, sports cars (a mere 5 % of Alfa’s activity : in
1936 Alfa Romeo produced 10 – ten – cars and 671 industrial vehicles).

The first consequences of the coming war : « autarcy »

The Ethiopian war had major consequences on Alfa Romeo as well as on Italy as a
whole. On November 18th, 1935, the Society of Nation decided economical sanctions against
Italy for its agression on Ethiopia, which meant forecast of shortage of fuel supplies due to the
international embargo. So Alfa was pulled into military production, but at the same time the
nationalistic propaganda, and economical conditions, stressed the necessity of independance
from importations, especially from countries like Great Britain and France which had backed
the sanctions. It meant that national construction was needed, free from foreign licenses, and
alternative energies were compulsory to face the petrol shortage.

So, the conception of new ranges of truck and bus chassis went ahead : the 2-axle Tipo
85, replacement of the Tipo 50, studied already from 1934, and the 3-axle Tipo 110. In their
                                               
2 At the time, other Italian trucks producers did or had done the same.
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original form, they both were powered by a Diesel 6-cyl., 11,5-litre delivering 125HP. The
study of alternative energies started, by Alfa, in 1935. Those vehicles had then to be adapted
to run under « national » power sources, which were namely three : Methan gas, which had
been discovered in the underground in the Po Valley and was being exploited ; « Gasogeno »,
wood-gas generator adapted on a detuned Diesel engine (compression ratio lowered from
18 :1 to 8 :1- such engines « AG6 » and « BG6 » were fitted to the three available industrial
chassis, Tipo 85, Tipo 500 and Tipo 110); and electric motors, almost exclusively for public
transport in city : here are our trolleybusses3.

The identity of the basic chassis is highlighted by their names. In the 3-axle bus range,
the (diesel) autobus was the A.R. 110A, the wood-gas-powered bus the A.R. 110AG (for
gasogeno), the Methan-gas the A.R. 110AM and the electric one the A.R. 110AF. The F
stands, in italian, for Filobus (= wire-bus)4.

While this is beyond the subject of this article, we can stop and consider one instant
the pros and cons of the different kinds of energy. Nothing is said about how electricity was
produced in Italy in the 30s (hydro-electric plants would have been the only national energy
source ; it was already well developped, but we don’t know to which extent), and we’ll
discuss just the peculiar features of the trolleybus use and its story. But an article from Alfa
Corse dated 1939 let us learn that, in April 1939, the gasoline did cost 3,43 Lit/litre, the diesel
2,16 Lit/litre, the methan 2,10Lit/M3 and the charcoal 50Lit/100Kg. That would mean nothing
without the right conversion into a common meter : the cost of transport for 1 ton of goods on
100km :

Price per 1 ton over 100 Km (Liras)

Charcoal Methan Diesel Gasoline

7,65 12,7 13,2 32,0

So, the gasogen is a complicated and dirty device, but at least it’s really cheaper. The
problem arises when you consider also the weight and the volume of the different fuels. The
needed charcoal is triple the weight and takes 14 times more volume. The methan is of the
same weight, but 1000 times larger ! So, coming back to the problem of public transport, the
practicality of those alternative fuels was far from granted, the range permitted by a full
« tank » being ridiculous compared to its size. So, the trolleybus principle was by far the most
interesting, and it had already been adopted by public transport companies in other contries,
even without regard to Italy’s « autarcy » policy.

The origins of the trolleybus

The very first attempt to have an electric vehicle running under wires was by Werner
von Siemens, in Berlin, as far back as 1882. He had had the intuition even in 1847 ( !), but

                                               
3 There has been at least one line of electric trucks in Italy, in the Milan area, but as far as we
know, not with Alfa Romeo material.
4 Nationalistic propaganda was organized by the « Minculpop », or Ministery for Popular
Culture – actually a ministery of propaganda. They even contemplated linguistical issues :
english-sounding words were banned, so was « trolleybus ». The imposed word would have
been « filovia » (wire-way), since even « bus » was of english origin. However, a « way »
being not a vehicle, the « filobus » expression prevailed. Remember that for the same reasons,
coachbuilder Touring had to « italianize » its name in 1941 into « Turinga ».
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didn’t solve the technical problems until the 70s. The cart ran under a 500 m. trial circuit in
Charlottenburg, but the road conditions (and, remember, no pneumatic tyres, just plain
rubber-padded rims) made it less successful than the electric tramway, invented by the same
Siemens one year before. The original, German name was Obus (for Oberleitungsomnibus),
but the english (and french) name trolleybus comes from the first current capter, which was a
kind of trolley running on 8 wheels on the two wires, pulled by the vehicle through flexible
cables. That was the weakest point of the prototype : the vehicle’s rebounds on the poor roads
pulled the trolley away from the wires, and the line was soon dismantled.

Further trials took place in the USA first, in France then in 1900, with a self-propelled
trolley which could run on a 3-wire system, ahead of the vehicle and thus could be watched
by the driver ! Simpler systems are developped before WWI again with trolleys pulled by the
vehicle, but the simplest and most obvious way of taking the current, the stick, is first rejected
because it limits lateral freedom of the vehicle at a too narrow path.

Those were the times of the glory of tramway as public transport, but soon after WWI,
the cost of the railway hardware was considered too expensive unless traffic was very high.
The boom of automobile traffic during the 20s also raised practicality problems with
tramways. The improved trolleybusses, now with tyres, better roads and sticks to take the
power started to have their nets developped, first in England and in the US, for the lower
investments needed in the hardware and faster commercial speeds (thus further economy for
the same transport capacity). Mid 1929, 24 British cities already had their trolleybus net
(London only in 1931) while, in Italy, Milan had tested only electric busses on cells, which
were a dead end with the then-current technology.

The Alfa Romeo trolleybusses pre-war

As already warned in the introduction, this article can’t pretend to be a fully
comprehensive story of the Alfa Romeo trolleybusses, but it’s probably the first attempt. We
can’t exactly date the first Alfa prototypes, which should however have been tested in 1935
along with the gasogeno and the methan-fed engines. A prewar summary of the Alfa
operational vehicles starts with 8 vehicles running in 19365. Those have been identified as the
8 Tipo 85 AF delivered to the Rome Transportation company ATAG that year and numbered
4049-4063 (the Rome company uses only uneven numbers for its powered vehicles and even
numbers for trailers). Rome had already received a few Alfa Romeo prototype busses, both
with gasoline and diesel engines, from as early as 1932. While the prototype busses were
scrapped in 1939, the first batch of trolleys remained in use until 1956, which is an
achievement for a first attempt, and already a wisdom of conception- and building quality.

Actually, as it’s the case with all further vehicle, Alfa Romeo did only build the
chassis and its components, while the electrical devices were outsourced, in this case from
CGE, the Compagnia Generale d’Elettricità (it seems to be the Italian Subsidiary of the US
General Electrics – autarcy !). While several types of electric engines and operating devices
(see aside the piece on acceleration and braking of electric busses) were later used (national
preference ?), those seem to be of good performance since they are rated at 120HP, with a
single engine but double collector. This gives the filobus a comparable power to the other
versions, both gasogeno or diesel, but with a heavier mass of 8,7 tons against 7,9 for the diesel
(sources differ, but a difference of little less than 1 ton is the order of idea). However, the
85AF gives room for about 10 people more : 80 against 70. This is easy to understand : while
the diesel engine is then still placed ahead of the driver (in the typical « nose » of pre war

                                               
5 The actual public opening of the first trolleybus line in Rome is on January 8th, 1937
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busses and trucks), the electric engine, more compact and not needing the cooling radiator, is
placed between the rails of the frame, under the floor. So, a full size body can be built, with
forward drive. As for many Alfa Romeo passenger cars of the time, the bodies were built by
specialized coachbuilders. No Zagato nor Touring here, but still names that ring bells for
other achievements: in this case Macchi, better known for their WWII fighters.

The maximum speed is 40 Km/h, then a current value for city busses. They also had
the possibility of emergence run on cells. Nothing of a racing car, thus, as we could expect,
but still well engineered and quality vehicles.

We have no sure data about the next units entering into service in 1937, except that
only 5 more were delivered that year. They may be the 5 85AF that went into service in
Trieste, but those are listed by another source as 1938’s. However, with those five, plus the
first batch of 30 110AF taking service in Rome in 1938, we are at the Alfa listed total of 43
filobus running that year.

As their brothers with thermic engines, the 110AF were quite larger beasts. It was then
common opinion that the large capacity needs of big cities were best covered with 3-axle
vehicles. With almost 12 meter of length, they gave room to 100 people (optimistic !). With a
weight of 11,5 tons, this first batch may have felt quite underpowered, because strangely
enough they were less powerful than the little 2-axle AR 85 AFs. Here, two separate engines
of Marelli/Ansaldo construction totalled only 80HP, while probably responsible for quite
some of the weight. Further series of 110AFs will be lighter and with more « hoomf». This
first batch for Rome also had Macchi bodies, but anyway most series kept similar looks
through the years, whatever the coachbuilder. The bodies were standardized, whichever the
marque of the chassis. Fiat and Stanga did also build similar, 2-axle vehicles, while we doubt
anyone can recognize a 3-axle Breda from an Alfa at sight, if not for the badge on the front.

A second batch of 30 A.R. 110AF was delivered to the roman ATAG in 1938-1939,
According to Alfa Corse, 96 Alfa filobus were on duty in 1939. Among them, we can also
count the exceptional bimodal Alfa Romeo 110ANF, actually a diesel-electric bus, of which
we detail more here aside. The six examples ever built went to Rome in 1938-39, but may not
have been in full service the first year.

Alfa Romeo also developped another, own truck chassis in the late 30s, of which a
little serie has also been powered with electric engines : the Tipo 500 F1 (or 500/1 AF in other
sources). As the Tipo 500 diesel truck, this is a smaller model with « only » 5,2 tons empty
and 45 people capacity. Its Marelli/Ansaldo engine provided 76HP. We know only one quite
poor picture of such one. It was in Alfa’s listing in 1939 and has been employed only in
Genua, as far as we know, in three units, delivered 1939 and numbered 211-213. It’s little size
is showed in the drawings reproduced aside.

Thanks to Federico Ferraboschi’s deep research, we have been able to track a
successor to the small Tipo 500 : the 1948 prototype of AR 430 AF6, which went to the also
small net of Vicenza (in the Venice area) disticntive because the width of the aerial was only
40 cm. Instead of Italian standard of 60 cm. The Tipo 430 was only 8,04 m. long and featured
Marelli electrics.

Already in 1939/40, Alfa developped and tested further models derivated from the 110
AF, as the 18-meter long articulated types. They had claimed passenger capacities up to 150
and even 200 (cramped or squeezed ?). Some were built and tested, but after the war.

                                               
6 The tipo 430 chassis was originally that of a small, Diesel 4-cylinders truck or autobus
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Wartime : public transport becomes a strategical issue

As 1940 came, and Italy entered in World War 2 in June, the need for public transport,
and as well as for home-produced energy-fed vehicles, went on growing. War state prevented
most of the private vehicles to run – no fuel, no tyres, restriction on circulation - but the war
effort requested working force to reach the factories, and the public transport was then
strategic. Alfa continued developping its models, both on the tecnical – i.e. electrical systems
– and the offer of special bodies, still subcontracted to aeronautical companies. On the
technical side, several series of AR 110 AF, namely the AF2, AF3, AF4 and AF5 were
produced with different electrical systems. As stated by an Alfa Corse redactor in 1939 « it
can be said that every kind of electric systems has been tried and put into service on the 3-axle
Alfa Romeo trolleybusses ».

 From the initial 80Hp of the AF1, the AF2 represented a sensible jump in
performance, the T.I.B.B. (Tecnomasio Italiana Brown Bovery) engine, a single one with
double collector, providing now 133Hp (Alfa Romeo figure – other sources say 125), which
should have felt more comfortable for a vehicle lighter than its predecessor, but still at 10 730
Kg (empty) and unchanged  load capacity. The AF2 deliveries started in 1939-40 with a serie
of 40 to Rome’s ATAG (numbered 6125-6203). Those were bodied by Varesine instead of
Macchi, but there’s no notable difference in the outside look. The Rome’s filobusses and
autobusses were then painted two-tones, creamy (actually a very light green) on the upper part
and medium green below, with a typical V-shape on the front of the filobusses, which needed
no radiator. They also had the peculiarity of natural wood doors. The war did cause a peculiar
change in the colour scheme, since enlightment limitations created more accident danger at
night, and the rolling stock then had the wheelarches painted white to improve their visibility.
That was compulsory for all vehicles allowed to run at night

The next serie7, AF3, had again Macchi bodies (it seems that the need for war aircrafts
didn’t prevent Macchi from going on with bus bodies production), but a third kind of electric
system, now C.G.E., like the first AR 85 AF1 of 1938. It was however a new engine, called
CV1216A, delivering 125HP. While developped already in 1939, 30 of those went into
service in Rome in 1940-41. They had as technical feature, an automatic acceleration device
called MRA, shortly described aside. Their Roman numbers followed the previous serie, from
6205 to 6263.

Palermo, in Sicily, also received AR 110AF/Macchi in 1940, almost identical to
Rome’s ones, but we don’t know which kind of motors were fitted. Indeed, while their look
was identical at first sight, the Roman ones had side windows extended further down, almost
to the rear wheelarches crest, and those windows were horizontally split in three parts. The
Palermans instead had a higher side and windows in two parts only. Also, while the Roman
had the SPQR schield on their front, the Palermo’s, among others, already featured a cast
chromed wing enclosing the Alfa badge. The 1940 batch included 8 vehicles, numbered 176
to 183. They were followed after the war by another, similar serie of 10 more delivered in
1947 and identified as 184-193.

While we don’t know whether the AR 110 AF4 was ever delivered to any Italian city
(it had a 94 HP compound motor), a large batch of 30 AR 110 AF5 was built for the Milanese
ATM (Azienda di Trasporti Milano) in 1940.  Strangely enough, Alfa Romeo’s home town
had bought only Fiats, Bredas, Isotta Fraschinis and Stangas up to then, while the ATM net
                                               
7 It is not clear whether the series were in rapid succession or just alternative at the same time.
The second hypothesis is more probable, since the series AF1 to AF4 are listed by Alfa as
early as 1939, while AF1 seem to have been delivered after that year.
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was often used by Alfa technicians as testing track. Their electrical system was now a 120 Hp
motor from the Italian Breda company, well known also railway rolling material and, at those
times, for guns and other military supplies. Those were able to reach a maximum speed of 46
km/h with both collectors fed in parallel. Their most outstanding feature, however, was a new
kind of body, produced by both Macchi and Varesine (15 units each), with an integral,
pillarless front screen. It was a two-pieces windscreen, raccorded directly to the side widows
in a way that avoided any blind area. The strangest thing is anyway that the central driving
post was right in front of the junction between the two windscreen halves. They were
numbered in the 600- range. They were followed by 10 more in 1943/44, all Macchi bodied
with CGE electrics, identified as AR 110 AF8 (AF6 and AF7 are listed only in Neaples, built
in 1940 : one example of the former, two of the latter). A new serie of 2-axle trolleybusses
was also issued using the full-Alfa Romeo developped chassis Tipo 8008, mostly in
production as military truck. They were presented in Alfa Corse as new models in late 1939,
stressing its weight saving compared to the former AR 85 AF, the improved ride thanks to
new leaf springs and low pressure tyres, and the reduced steering radius. The pavement level
had also been lowered, allowing thus for faster entrance and exit of passengers, by moving the
differential case on the right side, under the passenger seats. However, and as far as the period
captions are accurate, the first bodies are perfectly identical to those fitted to AR 85 AFs.

The first known delivery is a 7-units batch to the Venice net, in 1939 or 1940.
Unexpectedly, even Venice bought Alfa filobusses. Not that thay had amphibian capabilities,
but the « Ponte della Libertà » linking Venice to the solid earth first used a trolleybus line
aside the railway connection. However, the Alfa Romeos did not run on that line, but rather
on the quite little line of Venezia Lido. On a small piece of earth as the Venice Lido, a net of
no less than 22,5 km was built in 1940 - 1941 with four lines. While only FIAT units ran on
the Ponte, the Lido got all Alfas. It is not clear whether the first 7, numbered 201-207 and
fitted with 120HP CGE engines, were the last Tipo 85 or the first Tipo 800 : they are just
identical from outside. In 1942, they were completed with 7 more units, this time surely 800s,
with OMS bodies. A 14th example, the 214, came in 1943.

                                               
8 « studied, designed and produced to free ourselves from the bruising slaveness of foreign
licenses » said a design direction’s rapport in 1938
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Summarizing the Alfa Romeo trolleybusses in 1940, we reach (and even go beyond !)9

the 210 units stated by Alfa Corse with those series :

City Tipo 85 AF Tipo 800 AF Tipo 500 AF Tipo 110 AF  Tipo 110
ANF (hybrid)

Rome 8 130 6

Trieste 5

Milano 30

Palermo 8

Napoli 1 15

Venice 7

Genua 3

The Trieste net, to become one of the largests, bought 10 more Alfa units in 1942,
Tipo 800 with Garavini bodies. From 1944, a Como’s private transport society (STECAV)
used 8 of them, with the same bodies and Marelli electricals, numbered 11-18. The number 16
of this batch was illustrated in KB 75, page 56 top left. While similar, their bodies show more
differences with the former AR 85s, but actually the lasts were delivered after the war end.
They remarkably lasted until 1976. A second batch of  four AR 800s, 31 to 34, bodied
Caproni, arrived to Como in 1948. The AR 800 AF found also their way to Palermo and
Pavia, but only after the war. Palermo got only one example, the 161, while in the latter case,
the two Alfa trolleybusses (number 7 and 8) entered into service as late as 1954, which
suggest they were indeed second-hand. They had Sirio bodies , Marelli electrics and were still
fitted with central drive.

Neaples received its first Alfa Romeo filobusses in 1940, for a total of 16 including
many AR 110 subseries : 5 AF/9 (5201-5205), 6 AF/10 (5221-5226), 1 AF/4 (5441), 1 AF/6
(5230) and 2 AF/7 (5207 ;5331). The 16th units as a 2-axles Tipo 800 (5800), of which more
below, seemingly on lease along with the 5230.the two leased had different bodies compared
to Roman and Palermo’s ones then known. They had a quite different nose treatment, of more
rounded shape, and another side windows layout, the window bays being no longer vertically
split in two separate glasses. The right side counted, on these models, one more window bay
than the usual bodies on the same chassis : 4 instead of 3 between entry and exit doors on the
2-axles (supposedly on AR 800 AF chassis), and 5 instead of 4 on the AR 110. Coachbuilder
is supposedly Macchi. One of each was seen shortly on the Rome net in 1941-1942, coming
from Neaples. They then went to Palermo with respectively number 161 and 198.

In 1942, the war was becoming harder for Italy with troops involved in Soviet Union
and in Africa, but the Allied bombings were yet to come. So the production and
experimentation of further models of trolleybusses was still going that year.

An interesting vehicle was the stainless steel bodied prototype, dated 1942, which
remained single during the war, but was eventually produced in 10 examples in 1950-51 and
went into service in Palermo. An eleventh example came for tests in Liege, Belgium, in 1951,
and its fates are described aside. The electric equipment was by Ansaldo and the body by the

                                               
9 Our total is 213, and we assume that the Alfa Corse writer forgot the 3 Tipo 500 AF of
Genua in his count.
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world famous Piaggio, then another airplane contructor and converted from 1948 to the
mythic Vespa scooter production.

The trolleybus demand was still strong in 1942-43, and, among others, an order for 60
was signed still by the Roman ATAG in 1942, to be fitted with either Casaro (25) or
Reggiane10 ( 35 units) bodies, mostly similar to the prewar ones except for details, such as the
internal « film » for showing the line number instead of an outside mounted painted wood
plate.

The 1942 serie featured a more powerful electric motor, from T.I.B.B., rated at
140HP. From a Roman wisdom11, the extra power was very noticeable, and, at night with
scarce traffic, drivers used to speed their Alfas uphill on via Nizza. The Alfa blood can’t lie…

 But the production conditions became now critical as the war was turning to disaster,
both on the Soviet front, where the Italian expeditionary divisions were anihiled in the
Stalingrad area, and in Africa where the El-Alamein battle, in November, 1942 started an
endless serie of defeats. So, the working condition were more and more difficult, and actually
that 60-vehicles order was eventually fulfilled as late as… 1949 !

The Venice Lido net acquired in 1943 four, seemingly second hand, AR 110 AF
chassis with Ansaldo electrics, featuring two 80 HP engines. However, the war conditions
prevented to have the bodies built on them. They were thus hided in Milano, then in Piemonte
and eventually came back to Venice with some amount of copper wire, saved from the
Germans for the aerial. They entered in service after the war under numbers 215-218 clothed
by SIAI Marchetti (another airplane constructor, which had built hundreds of Alfa 128-
engined trimotor bombers, the S.-M. 79).

Wartime Alfa Romeos in Germany

Not only were the trolleybusses assembled at slowing pace, but the Germans had as
well urging public transport needs to replace bombed or tired trolleybusses in their own cities,
where trolleybus nets were also developped to face the fuel shortages. In 1943, they tried to
buy some vehicles from Alfa, pressing so hard that they first convinced the factory to reroute
examples under construction for Italian nets. Eventually they plainly seized vehicles and
carried them over to Germany. After Mussolini’s arrest on July 25th, 1943 and Italian
armistice with Allied forces on September 8th, the German forces took control of the not yet
liberated part of the country, and good relationship with Italians was no issue anymore. On
September 10th, German troops officially occupied Milan and on Sunday 12th, the S.S.
visited the Alfa factory to seize vehicles and materials.

A total of 27 Trolleybusses, either from the Rome stock or destinated to ATAG
according to the 1942 order, were brought to Germany. 24 of them were Alfa Romeos,
namely 22 3-axle type 110 and two older 2-axle type 85. The optimism of the official Italian
capacity data is shown by the German classification, for which there was room for 89
passengers instead of 100 in the AR 110s. Or were Germans thicker than Italians ? The most
numerous batch of 5 went to Dantzig – Gotenhafen (now Gdansk – Gdynia in Poland), one of
which was destroyed before entering into service. Further examples took service in Berlin (3),
Bielefeld (4), Kiel (4), Esslingen (3) and Linz (3). The two AR 85 AF went on duty in Mainz.
There were further trolleybusses seized and put into service in Germany, but it seems that

                                               
10 who also produced Alfa Romeo powered fighters Re 2001
11 V. Formigari, see bibliography ;
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only the Rome ones were Alfa Romeos. Milan’s ATM lost no less than 58, mostly Fiats,
Isotta Fraschinis and Bredas12.

In 1948, some of those seized Alfa trolleybusses were given back to Italy, no need to
say in what sorry conditions they were : those not damaged by war action were at least
tyreless. Some needed total rebuild with completely new bodies. A strange point is that the
supply of the trolleybusses to the German nets was handled by a centralized administration,
the « Omnibus Bedarf GmbH », to which the transport companies paid for the vehicles. We
know, for instance, that Kiel paid 50 000 Reichsmark each unit. It seems that only the first 17
AR 110s from the Rome batch, destinated initially to Berlin, were actually paid. But since the
latest vehicles were simply seized without compensation for the Italians, the post-war Allied
administration of Germany organized the restitution of the « stolen » units, while those
regularly paid could stay in Germany . So, since the transport companies didn’t know how the
trolleybusses had been obtained, those to which « stolen » units had been provided had to give
them back while they had paid for them.

Alfa Romeo 110AFs were still in service during the 50s in Bielefeld (01 to 04),
Gdansk (three left after the war - number 227-229, repainted light yellow on the upper part
anda kind of orange below, seemingly in service until 1958) and Linz. The small two axles
also stayed in service in Mainz up to June 1960. Berlin used its 3 AR 110s until 1952 under
numbers 1401-1403. Kiel had still its 4 units in 1948, being then under repair. Most german
trolleybusses were painted in a light colour, probably light grey or cream.

Three of the initially Roman ATAG 110s, when given back from Esslingen, went
instead to the Milanese ATM in 1951, after rebuilt with Marelli electrics, under numbers 302-
304.

While most of them ran in their original form, just repainted, two Alfa Romeo AR 110
AF chassis were rebodied in 1946 in Potsdam (ex-DDR) and were in service there postwar
with a trailer attached. Their origin is unknown : they can either be damaged units from the
cities listed above, or have been seized from another Italian net.

The post war reconstruction

As Klaverblaaje readers know, the Alfa Romeo factory in Portello has been severely
bombed several times in 1943-1944, and reconstruction had to start with any imaginable kind
of productions, including the famous electric kitchens. In the car sector, the 6C2500
production resumed slowly in late 1946, and trolleybusses delivery probably not before
194813, since the completion of the Roman 1942 order took place only in 1949.

However, the prewar designed models found their successors around that era. While
older models were still built, like the uncomplete batch of AR 110 for the Roman ATAC (the
« G » of Governorship was replaced by the « C » of comune, or council) ordered in 1942, the
Tipo 800 chassis, mostly produced for military purposes, was «civilized » in 1946-1947,
along with the 6C, and eventually replaced by the Tipo 900 in 1948, and the AR 110 became

                                               
12 From German sources, 25 have been identified, none of them being Alfa Romeo ; the ATM
gives 9 Alfa Romeo/Breda 3 axles seized with numbers between 607 and 639. It’s not known
whether they never saw service (the German nets were also often bombed, and material
lacked to restore them) or were sent in Austria or Czekoslovakia.
13 The exception of Palermo, receiving Alfa trolleys in 1947 might indeed include war-
produced vehicles finished only after the war, as for Venice where the chassis bought in 1944
could not be bodied before the war ended.
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the AR 140 AF in 1949. It is however very difficult to differenciate the new models from their
predecessors. Of overall similar size and weight, they featured a more powerful motor, the
147 Hp T.I.B.B. GLM1273. But there had been so many versions of AR 110s that this can
hardly be called to justify a new designation. From outside, the body seems similar at first
sight, but the windscreen base is now lower. The headlamps are also lower, near the bumpers,
which allows easy identification from the front. But also here, since there were different
coachbuilders for each model, and specification adapted for each customer, it’s not quite a big
difference. For instance, there were a few right-hand drive AR 110s, like the ATAG 6121, and
AR 140s could be either central or right-hand drive, so this can’t be a disticntive feature
either. They were but described as having a harsher ride than the previous 110s and the
contemporary Fiats. Their reduction gear also caused them to be louder. They featured
metallic doors, but the Roman ATAC subsequently refitted wooden ones.

The question of model identification is the most critical about the Palermo’s stainless
steel-bodied serie of 10 (called there « Freccie d’argento » or « Silver arrows ») since the
prototype 9001 was from 1942 – the 110 era – while the serie was produced in 1949-1950,
when they should have been logically 140s.

The Tipo 140 AF was to become one of the most popular trolleybusses in Italy in the
50s and 60s. Rome got « only » 28 pieces (compared to the numerous series of 1940’s 110s),
bodied by SIAI Marchetti, in 1949. Like the older AR 110 AFs, they ran on the Roman net
until 1966.

No less than thirteen Italian cities used 140 AFs. Trieste ordered up to 56 units from
1949 to 1956, the lasts being used up to 1975. Two batches are individuated, the 701-707 and
710-727 bodied OMS and 730-758 by the « Cantieri Riuniti Adriatico, differenciated by some
details.Some of them were even sold to Salerno from 1971 to 1973 and were further used until
1980. Among the already mentioned, Neaples and Palermo completed their AR 110 AFs with
the new models.

Neaples had the some of the first produced with four SIAI-Marchetti/Marelli
numbered 5450-5453, followed by a batch of 18 SIAI/Ansaldo (5001-5018) in 1950/51 and
further 20 Pistoiesi/Ansaldo in 1951 (5031-5050).

Over the already mentioned « Silver Arrow », Palermo also put into service the AR
140 Piaggio 171-175 and 198-200 between 1949 and 1950 . Bologna used at least a small
serie numbered 1141-1148 with Menarini bodies. Others were Como (nine units, dated 1951-
1956, with central drive, SIAI Marchetti, Macchi and pistoiesi bodies, numbers 81 – 89, all
demolished in 1978), Bari (in the « heel » of Italy – 6 early AR 140/SIAI Marchetti, central
drive, painted green/yellow, in service until 1970 circa), Ancona (Adriatic coast) and Catania
(Sicily). The Società Catanese Trasporti (SCAT) bought two batches of AR 140s around
1951, the first serie o 4 (301-304) with Caproni Vizzola bodies and CGE electrics, and the
second of 11 vehicles (230-240) with Viberti body. In Ancona, it’s actually the extra-urban
line Ancona-Falconara which used Alfa trolleybusses. Out of 12 vehicles, 9 were Alfas : 7 AR
140 AF/SIAI Marchetti and one 140 AF/Macchi. The ninth Alfa was the oddest : a two axle
chassis (800 or 900 ?) permanently attached to a two-axles trailer carrying the captation
sticks. The body was by Macchi and the weird beast was numbered 21. Another small town,
Avellino, in the hills between Rome and Neaples, used three AR 140 AFs, numbered 183-
185. Genua, who had had the only little Tipo 500 known, bought a total of 30 AR 140 AFs in
four series, from 1949 to 1951 : the first 15, from 1949-1950, were bodied by Piaggio and
numbered 2351-2365. The following, dated 1950-51, had Bagnara bodies and carried
numbers 2366-2380.
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Florence also bought at least one batch of 10 in 1953 (CGE engines of 163 Hp, Casaro
body, numbers 3121-3130). Eight of them were sold used to Athens in 1972 or 1973, when
the ATAF filobus net was closed down. They had right-hand drive.

While it has been noted that surprisingly enough, Milan mostly bought non-Alfa
trolleybusses before the war, the ATM compensated from 1949 on, possibly to help the
Portello factory in its long postwar recovery. The Milanese list of AR 140s show as much
different electricals systems as for the AR 110s. From 1949 to 1960, there were no less than
12 batches of 140s for the single-bodied only. Throught the years, CGE, TIBB or Marelli
supplied the engines, while bodies were by SIAI, Macchi, Breda, Reggiane, Caproni-Vizzola
(yet another aeroplanes constructor during WW2) or OMS (Officine Meccaniche Stanga). In
12 years, 102 3-axle AR 140 AFs were delivered to the ATM, the most numerous being the
20 SIAI-TIBB from 1950-51, numbered 457-476. One of those, the 469, was illustrated in KB
75, page 56, below left. The several series differed in their body features, some later ones still
retaining the panoramic windshield, like the 15 Macchi bodied 140s of 1958 801-815, kept in
use until 1982. Others, like the 748-757 and 816-825 series bodie Caproni in 1960, actually
the last in service, until 1983, featured triple- instead of double front doors.

In the same article by Ben Hendricks, on page 46, there was a picture of an
unnumbered very large, articulated trolleybus featuring no less than 5 axles. It was there dated
1946 without further details, the picture coming from Mrs Ruocco at the Arese archive.
Further research allowed to identify it as a prototype having been tested in Milan in 1949,
designed as Alfa Romeo 110 AFS, the « S » standing for snodato in Italian, which means
articulated. It had a Macchi body and TIBB electrics. While that vehicle is seemingly unique
with its 5 axles, Milan bought and used further articulated trolleybusses, mostly for its
circular lines (90 and 91), the most crowded ones. Two series were built on AR 140 chassis,
with a 3+1axles scheme. The first three (521-523) entered into service in 1956 and had OMS
bodies and Marelli electrics. The second serie (10 units – 524-533), of same origins but
looking different (with two doors on the main body and one on the trailer instead of the other
way round on the first batch), were built in 1958. The first were scrapped in 1982-83, and the
latter between 1981 and 1983. From their original paint scheme upper light green/lower dark
green, some were repainted in the standard orange during the seventies14.

Another small serie of 5 articulated trolleybusses (534-538) were instead built on AR
911 AFS chassis in 1959-60, with a 2+1 axles layout. Their two TIBB engines provided 156
HP each. They were also scrapped in 1981, but had seen only little use already from 1976,
when they were put as reserve. Possible reason for that was that they had a very long rear
wheelbase (6,950m), which caused too sharp folding between main body and trailer. Another
source stresses that the Milanese bus drivers used to have some persuasion, yet unofficial, on
the service organization, and they disliked those vehicles. They are thus kept for responsible
of their short life. A picture of such one can be seen in Styles «The legend revived », page
302, with a wrong caption designating it as AR 140 AFS.

The identification of the post-war models is a difficult task, because, in absence of
detailled features tables, they seem to be quite similar and to overlap each other. The models
are designated according to the chassis on which they are built, while the bodies were often
standard ones, fitted even to different marques. The truck and autobus chassis can be
differenciated by the type of Alfa Romeo engine fitted. So, for instance, the Tipo 902 is a bus
with the diesel engine fitted transversally at the rear (see KB 75 p.58), produced from 1951 to
1958, a big step from the previous front longitudinal arangement on the Tipo 900. Such layout
differences don’t matter for electrical trolleybusses.
                                               
14 For safety reasons, the orange became compulsory for all Italian busses during the 70s.
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However, up to the Tipo 900, the parenthood between autobusses and trolleybusses
lays in that they share a « running chassis » consisting of the frame, suspensions,
transmission, brakes and accessories. All three axles trolleybusses also featured separate,
ladder type chassis frames, up to the latest built ones in the early 60s.

But as for the cars production, with the 1900 in 1951, the bus conception knew a major
revolution in the fifties, when the coachbuilders Casaro and Viberti, each one in its own way,
introduced monocoque construction15. Such were the Casaro « Tubocar » models, using Alfa,
Lancia, Fiat or even other mechanics. In those cases, the real Alfa input was limited, when
dealing with electric vehicles, to suspensions, transmissions and some accessories, including
probably the vehicle layout to some extent, since there were no more separate chassis frames
to be identified as Alfa Romeo.

So, the last separate chassis 2 –axles Alfa Romeo trolleybusses were the 900AFs in La
Spezia (among which the 218, body by Pïaggio – 1953), Neaples (4441-4450 from 1950 with
SIRIO bodies)and Trieste (6 units). This model had thus a short commercial life, soon left
aside by technical progress. From the 910 AFs on, we are dealing  with completely different
vehicles, altough it doesn’t see from outside. The structure is now integral with the body, thus
more heavily determined by the coachbuilder than by the official constructor. Some designs,
like one designated as AERFER, was used by various coachbuilders. The same structure and
body was, of course, also used for different Alfa models, and that prevent any identification
from pictures. For instance, the AR 911 of Neaples are described as identical to the 910 AFs
of other cities. Such 910 AFs were used in La Spezia (in the 230-range, light green up and
dark green under), Carrara (AR 910AF/Ansaldo/Menarini – two tones of green) and Brescia.
Neaples experimented several 910 AFs bodied by Pistoiesi in 1957, one being the 98 and
another, slightly different, then passed the the Venice’s ACNIL in 1960 (becoming number
231 on the Lido lines). The identical AR 911 AFs, also bodied by Pistoiesi following the
« AERFER 711 » design, with OCREN electrics, were bought in 23 units in 1954-55. Their
serie, 4301-23 was scrapped in 1981-83.

We have no precise data on the Brescia net (ASM), but they had at least eight AR 910
AFs/CGE with Tubocar Casaro bodies, left hand drive. They were then sold to Rimini in
1968. They served there until 1978-79 and were numbered 1002-1003, 1005-1006, 1009-1010
and 1042-1043.

Bari also used many 910s. The first order of 5 was delivered in 1954 (701-705 - see
the 701 on page 56 in KB 75 ), followed by the 751-755 in 1955, then 11 more in 1958 (801-
811) and the last five in 1959 (812-816). When the AR 140s were dismissed, 25 of the 26 AR
910s were the operational fleet, a few remainig Fiats being put aside. The story then becomes
strange : in September 1975, the net closes, but the company still buys second-hand
trolleybusses from other towns. Those however never went into service while, in 1980, the
electric service resumed. The only roadworthy vehicles were 10 Alfa 910 AFs, becoming 18
the following year. The second closure happens in December, 1987, when only two Alfas
were still running on a single line, the 755 and 801. But while all the other vehicles, never
overhauled, were demolished, the remaining Alfas were just put aside in a company’s hall…
and are still there today ! Any Alfista wanting a very special Alfa might try to contact the
AMTAB…

                                               
15 Actually, such constructions were already in use abroad, notably in the USA. The Tubocar
construction is based on an US patent called Aerocoach and seemingly dated as early as 1946.
The Tubocar model is already on Casaro’s catalogue in 1950.
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 Another variant, the most successful on export as we’ll see below, the AR 920 AF,
has been identified in Italy a few towns only. In Carrara, one such model is the 101, bodied
Portesi – 1956 – preserved at the Museo Nazionale dei Trasporti of La Spezia. It was the first
of a 12 units serie ordered in 1954 which lasted up to the eighties, when 4 of them were
rebodied. In Cuneo (north west) an unique example had a Siccar body with peculiar
windshield and was built in 1959. In Padua, near Venice, the net also used some AR 920 AFs.
The first is bought in 1953, with Viberti body and Marelli electrics and is numbered 55,
following a few Fiats of the same year and the remaining Fiats and Breda of the prewar era.
While the aerial net is expanded, in replacement of the tramway in 1954, even beyond the
Padua limits, the oldest vehicles are rebuilt and rebodied locally, and further eleven AR 920
AFs are bought new, numbered 60 to 70, between 1956 and 1958. As by many other transport
companies, the test of single-man service, cutting down the personal costs, threatens the
trolleybusses. This is possible on autobusses thanks to automatic ticket delivering machines,
and the ACAP experiments it from 1962. The trolley, instead, needs the second man to
reconnect the captation sticks on the aerial in case of dewiring. If the driver is alone in the
trolleybus, it means more lost time in the middle of the traffic in such cases. From 1965 the
trolleybus lines are progressively dismantled until complete disappearing in February, 1970.
The first Alfa, the 55, is sold to the ASM Brescia in the late 60s. The remaining 11 are
demolished.

Here we have to add that research and identification of Alfa models is sometimes
complicated by errors in captions, even from the Alfa archive. The 70 anni di immagini book,
edited by Alfa, logically followed by Het Klaverblaadje N°75, captions 3-axles pictures as
AR 900 AFs, while no such vehicles existed. However, while most of the information here is
quite well established, errors in the model designation can’t be completely excluded among
the 910/911/920s.

The last serie of heavy industrial vehicles produced by Alfa Romeo was the Tipo
Mille, declined in truck, bus and, of course, trolleybus chassis, from 1957. All types were
built until 1964. The trolleybus derivated from that chassis were the last public transport
vehicles to be seen in Italy. Four cities are listed as having used AR 1000 AFs. The Venice
Lido line is among them (two units numbered 229 and 230). In La Spezia, one example
survives at the National Transportation Museum, the former N°238, a 1963 example bodied
by Seac (the then new designation of Casaro), currently restored and running. Milan ordered
two series of 20 each of such Seac-bodied AR 1000AFs. Both built in 1963, the serie 101-120
was equipped with T.I.B.B. electrics (GLM1304 engine with 155 Hp), while the serie 201-
220 had a CGE engine of 150 Hp. Such vehicles, with their 2 axles, gave room for 84
passengers out of their 10,90m of length, and featured a right hand drive. They were retired
from the service between 1984 and 1986.

The Neaples examples of Mille are more remarkable : some of them reached 40 years
of career ! The last of a 84 units batch, dated 1961, were retired as late as March 2001 from
the ANM net (Azienda Napolitana Mobilità - the principal urban company of Neaples). 28
were still in existence in 2000. They featured the already mentioned AERFER type of body
called type 711/2 (not to be confused with the Alfa chassis designations !), built by OMFP
(Officine Meccaniche Ferroviarie Pistoiesi) and OCREN electrics. The other, small public
transport company of the Neaples area, the CTP (Consorzio Trasporti Pubblici) used their last
two vehicles (n° 13 and 15) until early 2002, an exact 40 years as well since the serie they
were initially part was of 15 from 1962. Except for museum vehicles, the last opportunity to
climb on an Alfa Romeo trolleybus has thus vanished very recently.
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The South American connection … and beyond

Except for the seized vehicles brought to Germany in 1943-1944 and still in service
during the fifties, which are not exactly « commercial successes », up to the second world war
the Alfa Romeo trolleybusses didn’t sell abroad. Their construction was caused by internal
factors like the autarcy policy. In the 50s, after industrial reconstruction was completed,
export of cars, and of course commercial and industrial vehicles was highly desirable.

The first achievement in that field was the sale of ten articulated (3+1 axles) AR 140
AFS/Marelli/Stanga to… Stockholm, in 1950. They featured central drive, but with the doors
on the left side, since Sweden drove on the left side of the road until mid-sixties. Called
locally type « F4 », they were numbered 75054-75063. However, this was not a technical
success, since they saw use for only five years. They hit troubles with the Swedish severe
cold : it just seems that the heating was too weak….. The 75055 seems to be conserved in a
transportation museum in Stockholm.

It was then safer to sell the next export batch to a milder country, avoiding the
deception of the Swedese. Eighty 3-axle AR 140 AFs, Casaro bodies and CGE electrics,
became the first vehicles for the new trolleybus net of Athens. The first 40, 1001-1040 were
delivered in 1953, the other half of the order, 1041-1080 arrived in 1954. As already
mentioned, further eight 3-axle were bought by Athens, second-hand from the Florentine
ATAF in 1972-73. Those, renumbered 1128-1135 had right hand drive, as usual Italian
practice. This feature wasn’t liked by the drivers, and they were retired in 1983. Some, if not
all, were then converted to left-hand, came back into service, and they were seen in Athens up
to 1991. The 1131 was still in existence recently, in bad conditions, and thus probably not
destinated to further conservation. The 1003 was shown in KB 75, page 57.

After that sale, the main destination of the Alfa Romeo vehicles had to be South
America. Alfa had preferential relationships in Sourth America, with the ownership of the
Brazilian FNM. This Argentine subsidiary of Alfa later produced 2000-derivated models, the
2000, 2150 and eventually the « Rio » 2300, and also followed the production of Mille trucks
after Alfa-Italy stopped all industrial vehicles production in 1964.

As early as 1952, the first monocoque Alfa model, the 910 AF bodied « Tubocar » by
Casaro, sold in 40 units, numbered 3020 to 3059 to Mexico city. The actual delivery may be
have taken place somewhat later than 1952. Their lines were rather inspired by American
realisations of that time, also reproduced on Italian autobusses, like the 902 illustrated on page
58 in KB 75. While the Alfa Romeo official photos show a single entry door on the front and
a similar one for exit in the middle, part of the batch actually received an enlarged exit door.

But it was thanks to the cooperation with Fiat that Alfa won the call, opened in 1952,
for no less than 250 2-axles for the net of Montevideo, in Uruguay. From there, the model was
called unofficially « Montevideo ». The official designation had to be 920 AF, electrics by
CGE (150Hp). The first 5 units were unloaded in the Montevideo harbour on November 4th,
1954 and entered into service at the AMDET the following Nov., 17th, on the line N° 64. The
other were delivered in 1955, numbering from 2019 to 2268. The bodies with even numbers
were made by Fiat, the uneven by OMFP, all with an AERFER design, allowing for 43 seats
and 52 standing passengers. They are easily recognizable for their rounded rear end, with two
quarter-elliptic rear windows. The lateral window bays are as well typical, with small,
horizontal shaped extra glasses over the top of each bay. They were painted light grey with a
thick red stripe running under the windows and joining in a V-shape on the front (see picture
on page 57 in KB 75). When they ended their career, they were then of a darker shade of blue-
tinted grey, still with the red stripe. The last service of an original Alfa Romeo trolleybus in
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Montevideo was on January 31st, 1976, 22 years after their introduction. While most were
scrapped, two were converted in private autobusses and are still running, while the 2203 has
been « conserved », but is now in need of a deep restoration.

However, those weren’t the only Alfa trolleys of Montevideo. In 1963, the transport
company ordered further 50, plus a batch of 40 double-engined, articulated ones. They are not
listed with the initial 250, because they are usually identified as Ansaldo. This is the make of
their electrics, but they were also built on Alfa Romeo mechanicals and bodied by the
Officine Pistoiesi (OMFP). The two axles had a front end similar to the first Alfa-Fiat, but the
rounded rear end was here replaced by a more squared-off one to give space to a third door.
Their engines were Ansaldo-San Giorgi giving 146HP. The double, articulated ones had two
of those engines to transport 55 sit passengers and 85 standing. When they were delivered,
actually only the first 4 articulated were unloaded and tested on November 9th. The custom
burocracy kept the remaining 86 seized in the Montevideo harbour. They were released and
eventually delivered as late as 1967 ! They were described as mostly reliable, despite
sometimes battered looks. Unlike the 1954 ones, the 50 singles and 22 articulated were passed
on October 1st,  1975 to a new company called COOPTROL (Cooperativa de Trolebuses),
which took control of four lines. They remained in service until the end of the net, on January
26th, 1992.

One AR 140 AF/Ansaldo San Giorgio was sold to the czecoslovachian net of Most-
Litvinov in 1955 remaining in service under number 115 only until 1959. More info would be
available, but … in Czec ! On the other side of the former « iron curtain », Alfa Romeo
trolleybusses may also have seen use in Rijeka, Croatia, but nothing more is known, they
might have been second-hand vehicles.

An spectacular exception to the South American destination of the Alfa trolleys is the
delivery of 20 3-axle chassis (AR 140s with Ansaldo equipment) to South Africa, for the
Johannesburgh net (JMT, numbered 674-693). It is also strange that, seemingly, the JMT
ordered in 1956 40 chassis from Sunbeam, but eventually the order was converted into 20
Sunbeams and 20 Alfas. They arrived in 1958 and were bodied locally into English-styled
double deckers by Bus Bodies, with 85 seats and room for 22 standees on only 10,2 m of
length, which is quite short for a 3-axles. Drivers rated them as quite heavy to handle, despite
the compressed air power steering, and complained about too low driving position preventing
proper visibility on the sides.

From 1955, a quite larger batch of 120 Casaro bodied 2-axles, Tipo 910 AF was
delivered to Cairo, in Egypt. Actually an example was presented to the San Remo industrial
vehicles fair in 1957, designed « Tubocar F49 ». The delivery of such models can be seen in
70 anni di immagini, where a miscaptioned picture shows such a trolleybus while being
unloaded in the Egyptian harbour. The book gives it as an autobus, but close examination
shows it’s actually an electric vehicle, identical to the one at the 1957 Turin show. The
peculiarity was that the trolleybusses were divided in two classes : the first class was
accessible from the front door and the second only from the rear one.

Further east, Alfa Romeo and Fiat trolleybusses, found their way to Turkey. No date is
given, but up to 100 are listed in Istambul, part of them Fiats and part being Pistoiesi-bodied
Tipo 910 or Mille, and further 33, similar, (numbers 194-226) in Ankara. When the Istambul
net closed down, 75 trolleybusses, among which many Alfas, were turned to Izmir, which
thus qualifies as further city having known Alfa trolleys.

After the successful experience of the first Uruguayan order, other cities were
interested in buying « Montevideo » trolleybusses elsewhere in South America. The next
customer was in Brazil. Salvador de Bahia opened its trolleybus net in November 1959 with
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50 Alfa Romeo/Fiat/Marelli of the very Montevideo type. The 23 km. net itself lasted only
eight and half year, and was converted to autobus service in June 1968.

The following export achievements waited the early sixties, when the « Empresa de
Trasporte de Rosario », in Argentine, acquired 40 Alfa/Fiat, still of the Montevideo type (so
probably 920AFs) in 1961. They were highly praised there both for their comfort and quality
of construction. This showed up with their resistance on poorly paved streets on which they
ran for over twenty years. 8 of them, however, didn’t survive the « rosariazo », popular riots
against dictatorship repression on September 16th, 1969, having been burned. The public
transportation company was privatized in 1979 in favour of a company called « Empresa
Martin Fierro », which rebuilt completely one example, the N°12, with a completely different
look. It served until 1984. The company, offering poor service with technically flawed
vehicles, causing even many accidents, didn’t last long and the net was closed. However,
despite the very hard economical conditions of Argentine today, a group of enthusiast
conserved one example and hope to be able to restore it in the future.

The last known foreign customers of Alfa Romeo trolleybusses are Brazilian. It is
likely that FNM-built units completed later the known batches. In 1962, Rio de Janeiro
acquired 200 « Montevideos » to open its net in September that year. Actually, they received
only 199 : one fell in the sea while being unloaded from the boat ! They were painted cream
on the upper part and blue on the lower, with, again, a typical Vee on the front end. The 22
lines were closed in April 1971, and some of the reamining Alfas were converted to
autobusses. Another Brazilian company, the CSTC of Santos, also inaugurated its new
trolleybus net with Alfa Romeo vehicles, in August 1963. It started with 5 Alfa/Fiat
« Montevideo » further completed to a total of 50 running along 76 km of wires. During the
80s, while many were already out of service, the survivors got smaller, squared headlamps
and were repainted in white, with the bottom sills dark grey and a red panel on the nose. They
had been blue with a large red strip years before. Numbering is puzzling, with examples
carrying numbers from 560 to 715… The last 11 remaining were scrapped in 1996, after over
30 years.

The Alfa Romeo trolleybusses listed here should account for most, if not all initial
foreign customers, for a total of about 1000 units, dispatched on three continents. Possibly
even more cities may have known the Alfa vehicles, since some used units were sold from
their first operator to other, non listed places.

A few Alfa Trolleybusses are conserved to be restored or displayed in museums. The
most are in the Museo Nazionale dei Trasporti in La Spezia, in Italy. They have four : two
restored to running conditions : the AR 920 AF, ex-CAT Carrara, and a 1000 AF, ex
FITRAM La Spezia. The other two are engineless and in need of restoration : an AR 140 AF,
the only 3-axles, ex-3126 from Florence, which escaped destruction when the other were sold
to Athens, and an AR 900 AF, ex 218 from La Spezia. The second AR 140 AF not sold from
Florence, 3128, is in a Transport museum in Bologna. The attempts to save and restore the
2203 in Montevideo and the ex-39 of Rozario have been mentioned, and latest news indicate
that a Mille recently retired from Neaples is intended to be preserved as well. The only
articulated unit preserved is the Stockholm’s 74055 at the Malmkoeping museum in Sweden..
And, if you really want one, don’t forget there are still about 24 units, in disuse, in Bari !

Sources :

Jean-Gery GODEAUX et al., Liège aux fils des trolleybus, GTF, Liège, 2001

Vittorio FORMIGARI, Il filobus a Roma, Calosci-Cortona, Roma, 1980

Werner STOCK, Obus-Anlagen in Deutschland, Hermann Busch Verlag, Bielefeld, 1987
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Lucio SIMONETTA, Alfa Romeo 70 anni di immagini, Alfa Romeo edition, Milano, 1980

Marco BERSA, Filovie filobus a Milano, ATM, Milano, 1986

R. CARMELI, Trieste in filovia, ED. Danubio, Trieste, 1995

P. HULL, R. SLATER, H. SCHRADER, Alfa Romeo Acht Jahrzehnte italienische Automobilbaukunst, Bleicher
Verlag, Gerlingen, 1986

A.T. ANSELMI (Ed.), Alfa : immagini e percorsi, Electa, Milan, 1985

David G. STYLES, Alfa Romeo The Legend Revived, Dalton Wilson, London, 1989

Marina BONIFAZIO, L’Alfa Romeo durante la seconda guerra mondiale, in Archivio storico Alfa Romeo - Vol.
II, Alfa Romeo, Torino, 1998

Duccio BIGAZZI, Management strategies in the Italian car industry 1906-1945 : Fiat and Alfa Romeo, in S.
TOLLIDAY and J. ZEITLIN (Eds.), The Automobile industry and its Workers, Polity Press, New York, 1986

L’Auto Italiana, various issues, 1937-1938

Alfa Corse, various issues, 1938-1940

Many Internet sources, among which mostly :

- Bruno Principe’s www.filotram.it

- Vittorio Formigari’s « Tramways and Public Transport at Rome »
members.xoom.virgilio.it/vform/tramroma/filobus

- Ronald Kiebler’s Esslingen Obus www.obus-es.de

-  About Athens : home.t-online.de/home/jgk.lehmann/rbathen.htm

- Claudio Tatananni’s www.busbusnet.it

- Sites of Italian urban transport : Milan’s ATM, Venice’s ACTV, Neaple’s ANM, Trieste Trasporti, and
more

- Many South American sites :
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Porcu and Esteban Martinez
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